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Abstract

In this report, we investigate the role of electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves in
production of relativistic electron precipitation (REP). Over a thousand REP events were detected from four
NOAA Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellites in July–December 2005. Of these, a total of 112
events were conjugated with a ground-based network of six Finnish induction coil magnetometers and one
in Lovozero observatory at Kola Peninsula, Russia. The observation of geomagnetic pulsations during the
conjugated events showed that about one third of them were accompanied by pulsations in the Pc1 range,
which are the signature of EMIC waves. In fact, the sources of some of these EMIC waves were well outside the
location of the REP event. This means that in such cases the REP events were not originated from scattering
by EMIC waves. Finally, it is concluded that for this limited set of conjugated events only a quarter might be
related to scattering by EMIC waves. The majority of the events are not correlated with EMIC wave signatures
in ground-based observations; they were associated with either no pulsations or noise-like pulsations PiB
and PiC.

1. Introduction
Different mechanisms are able to produce the precipitation of relativistic electrons from the outer radiation
belt. Such electrons can be scattered into the loss cone by different waves, for example, by electromagnetic
ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves, hiss and chorus waves [e.g., Summers et al., 2007], and upper hybrid resonance
(UHR) waves [Shklyar and Kliem, 2006]. Scattering of charged particles from the equatorial region where
the magnetic ﬁeld line curvature is relatively small [e.g., Sergeev and Tsyganenko, 1982] has also been proved
as possible mechanism for the relativistic electron precipitation (REP) [e.g., Imhof et al., 1991; Yahnin et al.,
2016; Smith et al., 2016].
Interaction with EMIC waves is often believed to be the most important mechanism for relativistic electron
scattering because these waves provide the highest pitch angle diffusion rate for >1 MeV electrons near
the loss cone in comparison with other waves [e.g., Summers et al., 2007]. This mechanism is expected to
operate mainly in the afternoon and at the dusk where the conditions for ion cyclotron instability are predicted to be favorable [e.g., Thorne and Kennel, 1971; Chen et al., 2009]. Magnetospheric observations point
out the maximal occurrence of the EMIC waves in the afternoon-dusk sector [Anderson et al., 1992; Halford
et al., 2010; Usanova et al., 2012; Keika et al., 2013]. Recent studies have aimed to conﬁrm the EMIC wave
mechanism of the REP. Some of them were based on the indirect indications of the EMIC wave presence.
For example, Sandanger et al. [2007], Miyoshi et al. [2008], and Carson et al. [2013] used the simultaneous
observations of energetic proton precipitation spikes. Some studies were focused on the conjugated REP
and EMIC wave observations [Rodger et al., 2015; Blum et al., 2015; Hendry et al., 2016]. Blum et al. [2013,
2015] considered a case of a strong REP event related with EMIC waves and concluded that such events could
signiﬁcantly deplete the outer radiation belt.
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At the same time, it is not evident how common is the scattering by EMIC waves in comparison with other
possible REP mechanisms. In the recent paper by Yahnin et al. [2016] the proportions between different
mechanisms producing REP events were established on the basis of observations on board NOAA Polarorbiting Operational Environmental Satellites (POES). This was made using combined proton and electron
precipitation in different energy ranges. As a signature of EMIC waves, the localized precipitation of energetic
(tens of keV) protons equatorward of the proton isotropy boundary was assumed [e.g., Yahnina et al., 2003;
Yahnin et al., 2007, 2009; Yahnin and Yahnina, 2007; Sakaguchi et al., 2007; Morley et al., 2009]. Coincidence of
the proton and relativistic electron precipitation was, therefore, considered as a signature of the “EMIC wavedriven” REP [Miyoshi et al., 2008; Sandanger et al., 2007; Carson et al., 2013; Hendry et al., 2016]. According to
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Yahnin et al. [2016], interaction with EMIC waves could produce relatively small fraction of all REP events
(17%). It is worth to note that this conclusion was based on indirect evidence because no wave observations
were involved.
This report is aimed at checking this conclusion with the addition of the wave measurements. As is well
known, EMIC waves generated in the equatorial magnetosphere have signatures on the ground in form of
geomagnetic pulsations in the frequency range from 0.1 to a few hertz [e.g., Kangas et al., 1998]. They are
Pc1 and Pc2 pulsations, intervals of pulsations of diminishing periods (IPDP), and bursts of pulsations in
the above frequency range (Pc1 bursts). The Pc1-Pc2 pulsations are continuous quasi-monochromatic emissions with the midfrequency exhibiting only small and slow variations [e.g., Fukunishi et al., 1981; Kangas et al.,
1998]. These pulsations typically occur during recovery phase of magnetic storms. The IPDP resemble Pc1,
whose frequency signiﬁcantly increases in time (typically from 0.2 to 1–2 Hz). They have duration of ~1 h,
and they often relate to development of substorms [e.g., Troitskaya, 1961; Pikkarainen et al., 1983;
Hayakawa et al., 1992]. Pc1 bursts have duration of few minutes and occur during magnetosphere compressions [Anderson and Hamilton, 1993; Anderson et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 2008; Yahnina et al., 2008].
We will consider how the REP events measured on board NOAA POES satellites correlate with observations of
these EMIC wave signatures. The next section describes the data, selection of the REP events and their
classiﬁcation. In section 3, some spectrograms of geomagnetic pulsations in the Pc1 range during REP events
are presented, and the relationship between different types of REP and geomagnetic pulsations is investigated. The Discussion and Conclusions will be given in sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. Data, REP Selection, and Classiﬁcation
2.1. POES Data
The data from four NOAA POES spacecraft (NOAA 15, 16, 17, and 18) for the 6 month interval from 1 July to 31
December 2005 are used in this study. The spacecraft was ﬂying at circular polar orbits at altitude ~800 km.
Each spacecraft is equipped with identical Medium Energetic Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED) instrument, which has, in particular, two (electron and proton) pairs of directional telescopes [Evans and Greer,
2004]. In each pair, one telescope is directed to zenith and another one “looks” against the direction of travel
(0° and 90° telescopes, respectively). In the region of interest (L > 3) the 0° telescopes measure precipitating
particles (within the loss cone), while the 90° telescopes measure predominantly trapped particles [e.g.,
Rodger et al., 2010a, 2010b]. The electron directional telescopes have three integral channels E1, E2, and E3
(nominal low-cutoff energies are 30, 100, and 300 keV, respectively). The proton directional telescopes
measure ions in six energy channels: P1 (30–80 keV), P2 (80–250 keV), P3 (250–800 keV), P4
(800–2500 keV), P5 (2500–6900 keV), and P6 (>6900 keV).
The electron and most of proton channels are subject to the contamination by protons and electrons, respectively [Yando et al., 2011; Evans and Greer, 2004]. For our study, it is important that the P6 channel is contaminated by relativistic (>800 keV) electrons while the P5 channel is not sensitive to electrons. The >800 keV
electrons produce the response in the P6 channel comparable to the >6.9 MeV protons of the same ﬂux
[Yando et al., 2011]. Thus, the P6 channel can measure >6.9 MeV protons or relativistic electrons or both.
We identiﬁed the enhancements in the 0° telescope of the P6 channel as REP if they were associated with
the lack of signal in the P5 channel.
For further REP event selection, we used the same criteria as Yahnin et al. [2016]: The enhancements of
precipitating relativistic electrons with intensity below 5 c/s and duration shorter than 4 s were not taken into
account. The latter criterion means that we select so-called precipitation band events [e.g., Nakamura et al.,
1995] but not possibly chorus-related microbursts, which have duration shorter than 1 s. The NOAA POES
passes in the vicinity of the South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly were excluded from the consideration, as done
by Carson et al. [2013, see their Figure 2]. The selected REP events were analyzed along with other data from
the MEPED electron and proton telescopes. Total amount of 1057 REP events were detected on board POES
satellites during the studied 6 month interval.
2.2. Geomagnetic Conditions
The interval under study is characterized by variable geomagnetic activity including three strong magnetic
storms in the end of August and during September 2005 (Figures 1a–1c). The mean values of geomagnetic
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activity indices AE, Kp×10, and Dst for
the whole interval were 213 nT, 21, and
16 nT, respectively. Interestingly, the
values of these indices during the REP
events were 411 nT, 32, 28 nT, respectively. This means that REP events tend
to occur during periods of the enhanced
activity. For example, the number of REP
events was maximal during September
2005 (403 events under monthly mean
AE index equal to 302 nT) and minimal
during October–December (about 90
events per month under monthly mean
AE index equal to 153 nT) (Figure 1d).
2.3. Ground Pulsation
Magnetometer Network
For this study, we used the data from
the Finnish network of induction coil
magnetometers operated by Sodankylä
Geophysical Observatory and magnetometer in observatory Lovozero at Kola
Peninsula operated by Polar Geophysical
Institute in Apatity/Murmansk, Russia.
Locations of the stations in geographic
Figure 1. (a–c) Indices of geomagnetic activity Kp×10, Dst, AE for the and Corrected GeoMagnetic (CGM)
coordinates are listed in Table 1 and
interval from 1 July to 31 December 2005. (d) Monthly number of REP
events for the interval under study. (e) Monthly number of REP events
plotted in Figure 2. (The CGM coordiconjugated with ground network of induction magnetometers.
nates are calculated by tracing the given
geographic location to the magnetic
equator using International Geomagnetic Reference Field model, and then tracing it back using the dipole
magnetic ﬁeld [e.g., Gustafsson et al., 1992, and references therein]). The induction coil magnetometers have
the sampling rate 40 sample/s. The spectrograms of geomagnetic pulsations in the range of 0.1–5 Hz are used
to identify the ground-based wave activity and total power density spectrums for details of selected events.
Besides pulsations representing EMIC waves (quasi-monochromatic Pc1-Pc2 emissions, IPDP, Pc1 bursts),
some other kinds of pulsations can be seen on the spectrograms. They are the following: (1) PiB, that is,
the short (~1 min) bursts of low frequency (up to ~1 Hz) noise indicating substorm onsets and substorm
activations [e.g., Heacock, 1967; Bösinger and Yahnin, 1987] and (2) PiC, continuous irregular emissions in
the range up to few tens of hertz, typically occurring during negative magnetic bays [e.g., Heacock,
1967]. Sometimes, unclassiﬁed low-frequency noise intensiﬁcations are observed, which is, probably, a subclass of PiC pulsations.
Table 1. List of Ground-Based Stations and Their Locations
a

Geographic
Station Name
Kilpisjarvi
Ivalo
Sodankyla
Rovaniemi
Oulu
Nurmijarvi
Lovozero
a
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CGM

Abbreviation

Latitude

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude

KIL
IVA
SOD
ROV
OUL
NUR
LOZ

69.02°N
68.55°N
67.42°N
66.78°N
65.08°N
60.51°N
68.01°N

20.86°E
27.28°E
26.39°E
25.94°E
25.90°E
24.65°E
35.03°E

65.96
65.18
64.07
63.43
61.69
56.98
64.36

103.75
108.51
107.05
106.30
105.31
102.18
114.50

The corrected geomagnetic coordinates are calculated for epoch 2005 and altitude 110 km.
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2.4. Classiﬁcation of REP Events
The events were divided into three
groups according to the interrelation
between REP (enhancements of precipitating >0.8 MeV electrons measured in
the P6 channel) and ﬂuxes in other electron and proton channels [see Yahnin
et al., 2016, their section 3.1, Figure 2,
and Table 1]. It has been suggested
[e.g., Imhof et al., 1986, 1991; Yahnin
et al., 2016] that REP events of different
groups are probably produced by
different mechanisms.
According to Yahnin et al. [2016], the
REP events of the ﬁrst group coincide
with transition between isotropic and
anisotropic ﬂuxes (isotropy boundary)
of relativistic (>0.8 MeV) electrons.
These events do not coincide with any
Figure 2. Map of ground-based induction magnetometers in Finland and enhancements of precipitating elecat Kola Peninsula used in this study in corrected geomagnetic coorditrons of lower energies measured in
nates. Colored rectangles show areas around each station, which are
channels E1–E3 as well as with any prebounded with ±3° of latitude and ±15° of longitude.
cipitating proton enhancements. The
isotropy boundaries of electrons measured in channels E1–E3 are poleward, while the isotropy boundaries of >30 keV protons are equatorward
of the REP location. Such latitudinal dependence of the isotropy boundary location is consistent with the
mechanism of scattering of charged particles in the regions where the movement of particles becomes nonadiabatic when the gyroradius of a particle is comparable with the curvature radius of the magnetic ﬁeld line
[e.g., Sergeev and Tsyganenko, 1982]. The particles having smaller gyroradius will be scattered at larger distances, and the boundary of the isotropic ﬂuxes will be mapped on higher latitudes. The importance of this
mechanism for the precipitation of relativistic electrons has been stressed, for example, by Imhof et al. [1991],
Nakamura et al. [2000], and Smith et al. [2016]. The REP events of the second group occur equatorward of the
isotropy boundary of >0.8 MeV electrons, inside the radiation belt. They occur simultaneously with the precipitation of electrons measured in the E1–E3 channels. Such REP events are not associated with any precipitating proton enhancements and can be observed on both sides of the proton isotropy boundary. The
possible mechanism of these REP events relates to scattering by waves (probably, by hiss or UHR waves)
(see discussion in Yahnin et al. [2016]). Finally, the REP events of the third group coincide with the enhancements in precipitating >30 keV protons (and almost always with the simultaneous enhancements of energetic electrons). Therefore, they can be considered as the “EMIC wave-driven” REP [Carson et al., 2013].
Such REP events occur equatorward of the proton isotropy boundary and, correspondingly, well equatorward
of the isotropy boundary of >0.8 MeV electrons, inside the radiation belt. It is worth to note that the REP
events, which we associate with the second and third groups, have been studied by Imhof et al. [1986],
who concluded that these events could be related to scattering by some low-frequency waves.
Within the studied interval we found 276, 621, and 160 events of the ﬁrst, second, and third groups, respectively. Figure 3 (top row) shows Magnetic Local Time/CGM latitude (MLT/CGMLat) distributions of REP events
for the whole data set. These distributions are very similar to those obtained by Yahnin et al. [2016] (see their
Figure 4). The events of the ﬁrst group are observed in the night sector. The events of the second group can be
found at almost all MLTs, but the maximal amount is in the premidnight and night sector. The events of the
third group are in the afternoon-premidnight sector.
2.5. Conjugated Events
We will consider those precipitation events, which are conjugated with ground stations measuring geomagnetic pulsations. As a criterion for the conjunction, we use the location of the REP event within ±15° of CGM
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Figure 3. (top row) Distribution of the REP events of the ﬁrst, second, and third group (red, blue, and green symbols, respectively) in MLT-CGMLat coordinates for
time interval from 1 July to 31 December 2005. (bottom row) The same but for events conjugated with ground network of induction magnetometers.

longitude (±1 h of MLT) and ±3° in CGM latitude relatively to one of the ground stations. Hendry et al. [2016]
used similar criteria except they used ΔL < 1 instead of ΔCGMLat < 3°. These authors demonstrated high
probability to observe the pulsations in the Pc1-Pc2 range during the “EMIC wave-driven” REP
observations within these limits relatively to a ground station. Rectangles in Figure 2 show the area of
conjunction for each ground station. The result of the search was 112 conjugated events (23 events in the
ﬁrst group, 63 events in the second group, and 26 events in the third group). The distribution of
conjugated events in the MLT/CGMLat coordinates is shown in Figure 3 (bottom row).
Figure 4 presents a superposed epoch analysis of a latitudinal behavior of the particle ﬂuxes relatively to the
position of the REP event maximum for each group of conjugated events and for each electron and proton
channel. Besides traces of the particle ﬂux intensity for each POES pass (thin lines), the median values of
trapped and precipitating ﬂux (thick lines) are shown. It is clearly seen that main features of different kinds
of the REP events are well reproduced in this plot (compare to Figure 1 and Table 1 by Yahnin et al. [2016]
and to the above description of the three REP groups). The REP of the ﬁrst group is at the outer edge of the
trapped particles and is located equatorward of isotropy boundaries of lower energy electrons and poleward
of the isotropy boundaries of protons (Figure 4a); the REP of the second group coincided with the spikes of subrelativistic electrons but not protons (Figure 4b); the REP of the third group coincides with enhancement in the
proton ﬂux as well as in the ﬂux of subrelativistic electrons (Figure 4c). Thus, the conjugated events are suitable
representatives of their groups, although their amount is signiﬁcantly less than that in the whole data set.
Representativity of the conjugated events is also conﬁrmed by their relation to geomagnetic activity. These
events also occur under enhanced magnetic activity (<AE> = 344 nT, <Kp×10> = 29, <Dst> = 26) in
comparison with that averaged for the whole interval (see section 2.2). Also, the variation of the monthly
number of the events is well correlated with that for the whole data set (Figure 1e).
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Figure 4. (a–c) Superposed epoch analysis of latitudinal variations of the particle ﬂuxes in channels P1–P3, E1–E3, and P6 of the MEPED instrument for all conjugated
events of the ﬁrst, second, and third group of REP events, respectively. The latitude of maximum of the precipitating electron ﬂux in the channel P6 (REP) marked by
the vertical dashed line is used as the reference latitude. Positive (negative) values of ΔCGMLat (the satellite latitude relatively to the reference one) mean higher (lower)
latitudes relatively to the position of the REP maximum. From top to bottom: The data from the channel P1 (protons, Ep = 30–80 keV), P2 (protons, Ep = 80–250 keV),
and P3 (protons, 250–800 keV), E1 (electrons, Ee > 30 keV), E2 (electrons, Ee > 100 keV), E3 (electrons, Ee > 300 keV), P6 (electrons, Ee > 800 keV) are shown. The
precipitating (trapped) ﬂuxes are shown by the thin blue (red) lines. The median values of the precipitating (trapped) ﬂuxes are shown by thick blue (black) lines.

3. Results of the REP and Pulsation Comparison
Inspection of the spectrograms of ground stations revealed 37 cases of 112 conjugated REP events where the
REP event was observed simultaneously with Pc1, IPDP, and Pc1 bursts (that is, EMIC wave signatures). This is
about a third of all REP events. Let us check how the REP events of different groups separately correlate with
EMIC wave signatures.
Figures 5a and 5b show two REP events of the ﬁrst group conjugated with ground observatories. The
corresponding spectrograms are shown in Figures 5c and 5d. Enhancement of low-frequency magnetic
noise was observed during the REP event of 17 September 2005. The REP event of 25 August 2005
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Figure 5. POES MEPED data and spectrograms for REP events of the ﬁrst group on 25 August and 17 September 2005. (a and b, from top to bottom) Precipitating
(blue line) and trapped (black line) ﬂux of protons in channels P1, P2, and P3 and electrons in channels E1, E2, E3, and P6. The vertical dashed line indicates the
maximal ﬂux of precipitating relativistic electrons in the channel P6. (c and d) Spectrograms of geomagnetic pulsations from the ground station around the time of
the REP events. The time of the REP observation is shown by the arrow.

coincides with the end of the interval of PiC pulsations. During both events ground magnetograms exhibit
magnetic disturbances (not shown). In all, among 23 events of the ﬁrst group, 18 events were associated
with the noise or PiC pulsations, one event with PiB, and four events were not associated with
any pulsations.
Figures 6a and 6b show the REP event of the second group observed on 10 November 2005 and the
corresponding spectrogram. This REP event coincides with PiB pulsations. The REP event of 19 October
2005, also belonging to the second group, is observed during clear IPDP event (Figures 7a and 7b). In all,
32 events of the second group are related with PiC/noise, 11 events with PiB, 9 events do not associate with
pulsations of any kind, and 11 events are observed during Pc1/IPDP.
Finally, Figure 8 shows three examples of REP events from the third group. The event of 21 August 2005
(Figure 8a) is observed during IPDP (Figure 8d), the event of 27 September 2005 (Figure 8b) correlates with
quasi-monochromatic Pc1 pulsations (Figure 8e), and the event 13 July 2005 (Figure 8c) coincides with a
burst of pulsations in the Pc1 range (Figure 8f). The latter event, which is the only morning side conjugated
event of the third group shown in Figure 3 (bottom row), relates to strong magnetosphere compression (data
not shown). Similarly, all other events of the third group demonstrate close connection with the EMIC
wave signatures.
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Figure 6. The same as in Figure 5 but for the REP event of the second group observed on 10 November 2005.

4. Discussion
The connection of all REP events of the third group with EMIC waves is not a surprise, because the deﬁnition
of the third group contains enhancements of the proton ﬂux within the anisotropy zone. Such proton bursts
are believed to be the signature of EMIC waves. For example, Yahnina et al. [2003] correlated the proton
bursts with Pc1 waves and found almost 100% correlation. Recently, Hendry et al. [2016] demonstrated that
“EMIC wave-driven” REP events (that is, REP associated with proton enhancements [Carson et al., 2013]) are
closely associated with Pc1/IPDP signals.
More interestingly, 11 REP events of the second group are associated with Pc1 or IPDP. The events of the second group do not coincide with proton spikes; thus, they do not contain a clear indicator of the EMIC wave
source on the REP ﬁeld lines as the events of the third group do. Why are the Pc1 pulsations seen in
these cases?
The possible reason might be related to the fact that sometimes it is difﬁcult to distinguish between the
events of the second and third groups. Let us consider the situation shown in Figure 7 where REP event is seen
simultaneously with IPDP. In this case, the REP event at CGMLat = ~64.2 lies close to the equatorial edge of
isotropic proton ﬂuxes, just poleward of the isotropy boundary. Thus, this event can be assigned as the event
of the second group. However, this isotropy boundary can be spurious while the real one can be located
poleward. In such case, it is quite possible that there is a proton precipitation spike, which coincides with
REP, but is within the anisotropy zone. It does not look as isolated because this spike is very close to the
region of isotropic ﬂuxes. If it is so, this event has to be assigned to the third group, and the REP event is
the “EMIC wave-driven” one.
On the other hand, if the isotropy boundary seen in Figure 7 is real and divides the regions of adiabatic and
nonadiabatic movement of protons, the REP event is within isotropic proton ﬂuxes where EMIC waves cannot
be generated (the electromagnetic ion cyclotron instability needs the transverse anisotropy of energetic protons). If so, the observed IPDP (Figure 7b) should have the source outside the REP location. In Figure 7, clear
proton precipitating ﬂux enhancement equatorward of the isotropy boundary is seen at CGMLat = ~63.3
YAHNIN ET AL.
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Figure 7. The same as in Figure 5 but for the REP event observed on 19 October 2005. Arrows on the bottom of the MEPED
data mark (a) the locations of six stations of the Finnish network. Grey column in the MEPED data panel indicates location of
the precipitating proton enhancement, that is, possible location of the EMIC wave source. (b) Spectrograms from all stations
of the Finnish network are presented. Vertical dashed line on spectrograms shows the moment of the REP observation.

(indicated by grey column in Figure 7a). This proton ﬂux enhancement is a good candidate for the IPDP
source marker [Yahnina et al., 2003; Yahnin et al., 2009]. Such location of the EMIC wave source seems to
be consistent with the distribution of the IPDP intensity along the Finnish chain of stations (Figure 7b).
Indeed, the strongest amplitudes of the IPDP at the moment of the REP are observed at ROV and SOD,
that is, possibly, equatorward of the REP location.
Thus, the consideration of the event in Figure 7 suggests two possible reasons for why the events of the
second group can be associated with EMIC wave signatures. One is the erroneous assignment of the event
to the second group. (Among 11 events, which we referred to the second group and which are observed
simultaneously with EMIC wave signatures, we found ﬁve suspicious events that look like the event in
Figure 7; that is, the REP is close to the vicinity of the equatorial edge of the isotropic ﬂuxes region).
Another reason is a simultaneous Pc1 wave source somewhere outside of the REP location [e.g., Kim et al.,
2011]. This possibility is clearly illustrated by the example in Figure 9. In this case, a REP was observed on 3
September 2005 by the NOAA 15 spacecraft at CGMLat = 65.73 close to the latitude of KIL (Figure 9b).
Double-banded (~0.5 and ~1.2 Hz) Pc1 pulsations were detected by all ground stations during the event
(Figure 9c). The strongest amplitudes of the pulsations were observed well equatorward of the REP
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Figure 8. The same as in Figure 5 but for the REP events of the third group observed on (a and d) 21 August 2005, (b and e)
27 September 2005, (c and f) and 13 July 2005.
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Figure 9. The same as in Figure 5 but for events of 3 September 2005. The MEPED data from two POES spacecraft (a) NOAA
17 and (b) NOAA 18 are shown. The REP event is marked by vertical dashed line in the data from NOAA 18. Grey column in
the data from NOAA 17 marks the enhancement of precipitating protons that could be an indicator of the source of the Pc1
pulsations shown on (c) spectrograms of the Finnish network stations.

location. This suggests that the sources of EMIC waves are well outside of the source of REP. The particle
signature of the EMIC wave source equatorward of the REP latitude (at CGMLat = 58) was indeed observed
by the NOAA 17 spacecraft that ﬂew in about 2 h of MLT eastward of the REP location. The proton burst
seen in three upper panels of Figure 9a can be the particle counterpart of the Pc1 emission at 1.2 Hz,
which is better seen in the southernmost station NUR. A particle indicator of the source of the 0.5 Hz
emission is not found, but, in any case, the intensity of this emission is maximal below SOD and minimal in
the REP location.
The majority of the REP events of the ﬁrst and second groups are observed during the PiC/noise and PiB pulsations. The origin of these pulsations is, probably, the irregular ﬂuctuations of the ionospheric and ﬁeld-aligned
currents due to enhanced auroral electron precipitation [e.g., Engebretson et al., 1986; Pashin et al., 1992; Grant
and Burns, 1995], which indicates the development of geomagnetic activity (in particular, substorms).
During the enhanced geomagnetic activity, the conﬁguration of the magnetic ﬁeld in the near-Earth nightside magnetosphere becomes more stretched [e.g., Lin and Barﬁeld, 1984]. Correspondingly, the region
where the magnetic ﬁeld curvature radius is small shifts to the Earth leading to the expansion of the region
of nonadiabatic movement to the Earth and to the displacement of the isotropy boundary to lower latitudes
[e.g., Newell et al., 1998; Lvova et al., 2005]. When approaching the Earth (lower latitudes) the region of the
particle isotropization may overlap the outer radiation belt. In the region of overlapping, the movement of
relativistic electrons becomes chaotic, and the electrons are scattered into the loss cone producing the
REP events of the ﬁrst group. This is consistent with fact that REP events of the ﬁrst group coincide with
the isotropy boundary of >0.8 MeV. According to calculations by Bikkuzina et al. [1998], the closest
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location to the Earth of the electron isotropy boundary is in the midnight sector; outside this sector the
distance of the isotropy boundary from the Earth dramatically increases. This is in accordance with the fact
that REP events of the ﬁrst group are observed only on the nightside. The near-Earth magnetic ﬁeld becomes
dipole like under quiet conditions, and the region of a small curvature radius retreats from the radiation belt
into the region where the ﬂuxes of relativistic electrons are negligible. This explains why almost all REP events
of the ﬁrst group are observed simultaneously with pulsations indicating enhanced geomagnetic activity.
Most REP events of the second group, which as we suppose are scattered by waves, are also associated with
PiC/noise and PiB pulsations. This agrees with the fact that under disturbed magnetospheric conditions, the
intensity of different wave modes, including those capable of scattering electrons into the loss cone (e.g.,
plasmaspheric hiss) and the probability of their observation, increases [e.g., Meredith et al., 2004, 2009; Lam
et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2013; Usanova et al., 2012].
Hendry et al. [2016] correlated the “EMIC wave-driven REP” events (our events of the third group) with the
ground observations of Pc1/IPDP pulsations and found good correlation for the REP events observed overhead the ground magnetometers. Our study conﬁrms their conclusion. As it has already been noted, all
REP events of the third group conjugated with ground magnetometers were observed during Pc1/IPDP in
the range 0.1–2 Hz.
We would like to stress that although among 112 conjugated REP events, 37 events are observed during
Pc1/IPDP pulsations; only 26 events of the third group undoubtedly coincide with the EMIC wave source
and, therefore, can be the result of interaction of EMIC waves with radiation belt electrons (plus, possibly,
no more than ﬁve events that we could erroneously refer to the second group). For the indubitable events
of the second group, which are observed simultaneously with Pc1/IPDP, the EMIC wave source seems to
be located outside the REP position. Thus, the proportion of the REP events, which are, possibly, produced
by scattering by EMIC waves, can be estimated to be equal to some 23% (26 of 112 events). If all ﬁve suspicious events also belong to the third group, the percentage increases to 28%.
It is worth to note that the percentage of the REP events of the third group in subset of conjugated events is
higher than that we found from in the whole data set used in this study (160 of 1057 events, that is, 15%).
Perhaps, the difference is due to the small statistics of the conjugated events of this study. Anyway, this result
shows that the EMIC wave driven REP events are not the prevailing fraction of all observed REP events.

5. Summary and Conclusion
Inspection of NOAA POES data for the interval from 1 July to 31 December 2005 revealed 1057 REP events.
From this amount, 112 events were conjugated with the ground network of induction magnetometers
measuring geomagnetic pulsations in the range of 0.1–5 Hz. Most REP events were associated with either
no pulsations or pulsations PiB or PiC/noise. About one third of the conjugated REP events were accompanied by the EMIC wave signatures (geomagnetic pulsations in the Pc1 range), but only for a quarter of the
events (23–28%) were spatially coincided with the signatures of the EMIC wave source.
Therefore, we conclude that interaction with EMIC waves is possibly important but not a prevailing
mechanism to precipitate ~1 MeV relativistic electrons. Other mechanisms, including scattering in the region
of small magnetic ﬁeld line curvature radius and scattering by other waves, need more attention.
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